


 Trade has always been shaped by technology

 But we are entering a new digital era



 Potential major impact on what we trade and 
how we trade.

 What consequences on the world economy, 
and in particular on international trade?





• How digital technologies are transforming 
global commerce today - and will impact it 
tomorrow. 

• Attempt at quantification of some of the 
changes at play. 

• Some policy options for international trade 
cooperation



Part A – Introduction

Part B – Towards a new digital era

Part C – The economics of how digital 
technologies impact trade

Part D – How do we prepare for the 
technology-induced reshaping of trade?



I. LOWER TRADE COSTS

In particular transport costs which account for a 
large share of overall trade costs



AI and autonomous driving reduce transport costs 

Cargo and shipment racking reduce logistics costs

Smart robots and AI reduce the cost of storage and 
inventory

3D printing may render transport and logistics costs 
irrelevant



 Other costs impacted

Cost of crossing a border
Basic electronic systems reduce time spent on 

compliance

Blockchain and AI could further decrease customs 
compliance costs 



Transaction/search costs (matching of buyer/seller, 
easier access to information)

Online platforms 

E-certification and electronic traceability

The IoT and blockchain may further simplify verification 
and certification procedures

Could have a big impact on customs processes

Communication costs

Real-time translation

Facilitate cross-border payments



Impact on trade growth by 2030

+2 percentage point per year

+ 34 percentage points



 Trade costs reductions would be especially 
beneficial for
◦ SMEs

◦ Developing countries 
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 But challenge of parcellization of trade

 New strain on customs and other agencies



II. CHANGES IN TRADE PATTERNS

 Blurring distinction between goods and 
services 

 Increasing importance of data flows and 
intellectual property. 

 A 3D printed object = a "3D traded object"



 The sectoral composition of trade will be 
affected:

◦ Services trade (especially of digitally-enabled 
services) will grow in importance

 from 21% to 25% by 2030



◦ Trade in time-sensitive, certification-intensive and 
contract-intensive goods will increase

◦ Mass customization

◦ Trade in digitizable goods (e.g. books, CD) likely to 
continue falling



 Impact on GVCs: uncertain

 Changing patterns of comparative advantage

Digital technologies bring about 
opportunities… but also challenges

market concentration, loss of privacy and security 
threats, productivity and the digital divide.



 We review:

◦ Initiatives by governments and international 
organizations, 

◦ Provisions included in RTAs, and 

◦ How these issues are addressed in the WTO context



Thank you for your attention!  


